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1. Introduction

The majority of the goodness-of-fit problems arising in practice involves
nuisance parameters. On the other hand, the majority of the results which have
appeared within this field deal with simple hypothesis testing only. Among the
relatively few results concerning the first-mentioned, more general problem, the
most known and applied one is the modification given by R. A. Fisher to Karl
Pearson's x2-test (see for example, [4], pp. 424-434). As it is well known, this
modification consists of replacing the unknown parameters by their estimates;
the distribution of the modified test statistic (at least its approximate distribu-
tion) was determined. The same way was followed by Kac, Kiefer, and Wolfowitz
[7] and Darling [5] concerning the Cram6r-von Mises test and the Kolmogorov
test. Computational difficulties, however, prevented them from providing tables
having sufficient range and accuracy for practical purposes.
But even if these difficulties could be overcome in the future, neither they

nor Fisher's method work in some nonsimple sample cases.
Considering this fact as well as the disadvantages of the x2-test (see [7],

pp. 191-192), other solutions of problems of this type seem to be of particular
interest. The straightforward way is to find an equivalent simple hypothesis.
The basic theory and the most important results of this approach are dealt

with in another paper appearing in this volume [12].
Solutions of this type form the subject of the present paper, but it is confined

in a rather special direction. This specialization may be characterized by the
aim of avoiding theoretical and computational difficulties and of utilizing the
known results of the theory of goodness-of-fit tests as much as possible.

Therefore, we are interested in such equivalent (substitute) hypotheses which
are of the form of goodness-of-fit problems. In other words, we want to provide
a set of random variables which are distribution-free and independently and
identically distributed in the case of the null hypothesis.
As a further specialization, we require that each of these transformed values

should represent, in the same way, one of the original sample elements. The
purpose of this restriction is that the test statistic made with the transformed
variables should approximate the correct test one could form with the knowledge
of the unknown constants. Therefore, the properties of the combined test, con-
sisting of the transformation and the testing of the simple hypothesis, will be
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near that of the test concerning a simple original hypothesis, and this indirect
information is the more important since exact investigations of properties of
tests relating to the original hypotheses seem very difficult.

Since the test statistics which we can apply are of different types, the problem
of what to consider a good representation is the matter of an arbitrary decision.
We shall apply, in the cases to be considered (sections 2-5), the correlation
coefficient of the original and transformed values (in the case of null hypothesis)
as the measure of goodness of representation. Similarly, the minimum value of
these measures will be considered the measure of the goodness of the representa-
tion if we replace the original set or its subset by a set of transformed variables.
In these cases-and in any case when the nuisance parameters are location and
scale parameters-this measure does not depend on the nuisance parameters.
Furthermore, in these cases the maximization of the correlation coefficient is
equivalent to the minimization of the square of difference between the trans-
formed values and the standardized original values.

In section 8 the goodness of representation in a special case is numerically
investigated.
The question whether the substitute simple hypothesis is strictly equivalent

to the original null hypothesis in the sense that the latter is not only sufficient
but also necessary to the former, is important from the point of view of the
biasedness of the test. The conditions of this property, in the case of normal
distribution with unknown variance, were stated by Prohorov [12].

Solutions of the problem using the method outlined above have been given
until now by Durbin [6], St6rmer [15], and the present author [13] independ-
ently. The purpose of this paper is the comparison, investigation, and improve-
ment of these results.
The main difference between the method of Durbin and that of the other

two authors is that Durbin uses random numbers. Consequently, the number
of the transformed variables is the same as that of the original variables in
Durbin's method, whereas the other method of transformation decreases the
number of variables by the number of unknown constants.
Here we deal with the latter method mainly. But first, in section 2, we make

a comparison between the two methods in the case where the underlying dis-
tribution is normal, with both parameters unknown, and where the transforma-
tion is linear for any sample realization. This is the case considered in [6] in
detail.

In sections 3-5 some "optimal" transformations are derived for the case of
normal distributions. In section 6 the possibilities of generalization are discussed,
and section 7 deals with practical applications.

2. Comparison with Durbin's method

Durbin's method is the following [6]: let xi, , xn be independent, normally
distributed random variables with unknown expectation and variance, ,A and
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o.2, respectively. Let x and s2 be the sample mean and empirical variance,
respectively.
Durbin considers the transformation where the transformed values yi, y.*,

are independent N(O, 1) variables and fulfill the relation

yi- xi -(2.1) -y _x_z (i=l,.**,n).

The variables y and 812 are independent and are distributed as the sample
mean and empirical variance of a sample of size n from a standardized normal
parent population, that is, y has the distribution N(O, 1/n), and (n - 1)5'2 has
x2-distribution with n - 1 degrees of freedom.
Durbin generates the values of y and s' by the help of random numbers.

Similarly, they may be generated as functions of the sample elements (of those
defined above and of additional ones) according to the alternative method.

Given y and s', yi, * * , yn can be determined by (2.1).
Durbin proved that the yi, * * *, y. so defined are, in fact, independent

N(O, 1) variables. Below we give an alternative, simple proof for this fact. We
suppose that y and s' are independent, have the above mentioned distribution,
and [y, s'] is independent of [(xi - x)/s, * *, (xn-x

Let
X = [X1, * * *jXn],

(2.2) y = [Y', , Yn],
V = [1XI . .. Xn -- XI,

and let us denote by 1n an n-way vector with unit components. As it is known,
x, s, and v are completely independent. Let us consider the two following
identities:
(2.3) y = i,y + Vs',

(2.4) (x - Aln) 1n(- -I) + Vs

If v and [y, s'] are independent, the right-hand sides are identical in distribution;
therefore, y has the same distribution as (x - A1n)/o-, that is, Yi, * , Yn are
independent N(O, 1) variables.

Clearly, condition (2.1) can be expressed equivalently as follows: for any
given sample realization, there is a linear relation between the sequences
xi, * *, Xn and yi, * * *, y,. This seems a very reasonable property of the trans-
formation which preserves the shape of the empirical distribution function.

Denoting vi = (xi-x)/s, we obtain for the correlation coefficient of xi and yi,

(2.5) r(xi, yi) = coy Y) + D2(v,) [E2(s') + coy (s, s')]

In the case of Durbin's transformation, cov (x, y) = cov (s, s') = 0. Both
quantities are positive by appropriate choice of the functions defining y and s'
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according to the alternative method. This means that the use of the additional
sample elements is not merely an alternative way to generate random numbers,
the information involved in them is utilized to improve the goodness of the
transformation.

3. The case of unknown expectation

In this section we formulate our problem somewhat more generally than in
the other cases. Namely, we include cases where the difference of the number of
the original and transformed values is larger than 1, the number of unknown
parameters.

Let us suppose we have n + k random variables xI, Xn,*,k which are
independently normally distributed with common unknown expectation ,u and
known variance oa2, and we want to provide the transformed variables y(l!~.**
ynl which have the expectation and variance q2.

Similarly to (2.1), a possible way of defining the variables y() is to define
them by the equation

(3.1) Y _(1) xXi - X
where y(l) has the distribution N(O, (o-2/n)) and x = (xi + * + xn)/n as
before. The variable y(l) may be suitably defined by the formula

(3.2) = (X - Xk) A
whereas

(3.3) Xk = Xn+i + ** + Xn+kk
It is shown below that the transformation (3.1) is optimal in the adopted

sense.
THEOREM 3.1. Let xi, * , Xn+k be independent random variables with common

distribution, having the expectation ,u and variance a2, and let y1), ... , y(,) be
defined by (3.1) and (3.2). Let zi = zi(xi, * * , X,,+k), (i = 1, * - *, n) functions of
X1 - * * , Xn+k such that if x1, * ,* Xn+k are normally distributed, then z,, * ,Zn
are independent with the common distribution N(O, a2).

Then if xi, * * * , Xn+k are normally distributed or z,, Zn,Zn are linear functions
of xi, *** X Xn+k, then

(3.4) min r(zi, xi) < min r(yP), xi).
1<i<n 1<i<n

If in (3.4) equality holds, then it is valid not only for the minima, but for any i.
PROOF. Suppose xi, *- -, Xn+k are normally distributed. It follows from a

theorem of Lukatcs [8] that zi has constant regression on the mean

(3.5) X + n* - + Xn+k

and therefore, E(z,X) = E(XE(zi)) = 0.
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Since zi, * , zn are independent random variables, we have for any random
variable u,

n
(3.6) E [r(zi, u)]2 . 1.

i=1

It follows that for some i, (1 < i < n),
(3-7) r(zi, u) < n-l'2
where strict inequality holds unless equality holds for any i. We choose

n
(3.8) u= E xj-nX.

7=1

We have
k

(3.9) r(xi-X, u) = n(n + k-i)'

n + k
(3.10) r(zi, xi- X) = [E(xi, zi)/u] +k-1
Using the triangle inequality which is valid to any triplet of random variables

(see [13], p. 271)
(3.11) arc cos r(xi- X, zi) 2 larc cos r(u, zi) - arc cos r(u, xi- X)J,
we obtain

(3.12) r(xi, zi) = E(xizi)a < Vk + (n - 1)V-n iIk
nvn+k+k 1

n + k + k(+k
which proves (3.4), provided xi, * , x+k are normally distributed. If zi, * * *,Z.
are linear functions of xi, *--, x., the left-hand side of (3.4) does not depend
on the distribution of xi, . , xn. Thus theorem 3.1 is proved.

In the case of transformation (3.1) the substitute simple hypothesis is equiv-
alent to the original one; in other words, yi$), * *, ynl) are normally distributed
if and only if x1, * * , X, +kare. This follows easily from the theorem of Cramer.
We remark that the normality of xi, * * *, xn+k is necessary for the independ-

ence of y(l) * * *, y(l) as well. This follows from a theorem of Skitovich [14].

4. The case of unknown variance

Let us consider now the case when (according to the null hypothesis) xi,
... , x,.+1 are independently normally distributed with common expectation 0
and unknown variance a2(> 0). We want to obtain independent N(0, 1) nor-
mally distributed variables y(2) . * y(2) The way corresponding to (2.1) is to
define them by the equation

(2)
(4.1) ~~~~yi Xi n)
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where

(4.2) SO = \ I
n
+ Xn

and s' is a function of so and x,+1, and ns 2 has x2-distribution with n degrees
of freedom.

Heuristic arguments lead to the choice

(4-3) -o= ,(n S )

where #n(t) is a monotone decreasing function. This condition, and the distribu-
tion of Ixn+11/so and so, determine the function 41'n(t) completely (see formula
(7.4)).
The transformation gives an indefinite result in the case when xi = -

Xn = 0; the probability of this event is 0 under the null hypothesis. For this
case let us define y(2) = *. = y 2) = 0.
The result we give below concerning the optimality of (4.1) is of weaker

character than that of the preceding section. Now the class of admitted alter-
natives is more restricted; we suppose both linearity for any sample realization
and scale invariance. The latter supposition means, equivalently, that the trans-
formed values are of structure dn'+1 (see [2]).
THEOREM 4.1. Let x1, "' , Xn+l be independent N(O, a2) random variables, and

let y(2), * , (2) be defined by (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), and let z1, Zn,Zn be defined by

(4.4) Z,i Xi- i= ,*** n)

where so' = sot(x1, * **, x,n+i) is a scale invariant function of xi, xn+,; that is,

(4.5) So'(Xi, * * *, xn+i) =s'(cxI, *.. , cx.+0) for any c > 0,

and the function is such as to assure that so' is independent of the vector

[x/lso, x,* n/so] and its distribution is a x2-distribution with n degrees offreedom.
Then
(4.6) r(zi, xi) < r(y(21, xi), (i = 1, * *, n).
PROOF. Let us denote

(4.7) xi =t,(i =1 ,n + 1)
SO

and
(4.8) = ns + Xn+1.
It follows from (4.5) that

(4.9) sO (xl, * ,Xn+i) = 80 (Qi, * * A(+l
It follows further that the following pairs of random variables (vectors) are
pairwise independent:
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r and [t, * - ,
(4.10) (i and n ),(i = 1, X ,

(i and so'(%, * * n+0, (i =1, n).
(However, (i and the vector [tn+ly s,'] do not have to be independent.)
One has

xi = ti ¢

(4.11 ) 12=1 i5n( nl
Yi = Wi( .n1.D,

Therefore,
(4.12) E(xiyl2") = E(t2)E /2' (Itn1l

(4.13) E(xizi) = E( )E(¢112)E (E (s6I(6 ,. X' ) I0 )

The distribution of On(ltn+11) = s0 agrees with the distribution of

(4.14) s10 (ti, ..

I*, A+l
Since {i is independent of s''(ti, * - , {+), the conditional distribution of
(4.14) given t, is the same. Therefore, since E( ) > 0, E(P1'2) > 0, it suffices to
prove for the conditional correlation coefficient of (4.14) and (n + tn+)1/2
given ti that

(4.15) r(s0'(0i, * * *, n+') (n + niY'12i) < r(4'6(Itn+1J), (n + ni)I1/2).
This follows, however, from a theorem of Fr6chet and Bass ([1], p. 640)

according to which in case of a two-way variable having given marginal dis-
tributions, the correlation coefficient is maximal if one of the marginal variables
is a monotone increasing function of the other. This is, however, the case between
46n(ltn+11) and (n + n+ ,1/2 and thus, (4.15) is true, and theorem 4.1 is proven.

5. The case of two unknown parameters

Let n be given and let k = 2. Let us join to the transformation (3.1), where
-(l) is defined by (3.2), the equality
(5.1) Yn+1 = 2-12(xn+2 - Xn+l),
and let us denote this transformation by T1,
(5.2) [y), . ..., ] = Ti[xi, . . ,+2
Let us denote by T2 the transformation (4.1) where s0 is defined by (4.3), that is
(5.3) [j2), *.* * 2)] = T2[xi, * * * 2

Let 0) ...*yn() be defined by the formula

(5.4) [Y(3), . . . , yn3)] = T2T1[x1, Xn+2-
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Alternatively, (5.4) can be written in the form of (2.1):
(3) (a

(5.5) Yt )-Y(3) =xi--X (i=1..*n)
where

(5.6) Y(3) (2X - x,+l - x.+2)q(2[n + 2]) 1/2,
(5.6) s(S) = ~~sq,

while
n n

(5.7) n= xi, (n - 1)82 = E (X - 2

(5.8) q = t6n (IXl+2 - Xn+il F.N2(n - 1)(n + 2)n + n(2)c - + Xn+2)2)

x ~~~2n(n+2)
X 2(n- 1)(n + 2)s2 + n(2x -X+l-X- +2)2

Now we have the following result characterizing the property of the above
transformation.
THEOREM 5.1. Let xi, * , Xn+2 be independent N(js, o2) random variables, and

let y3), * , y(3) be defined by (5.4) and let z1, ** *, Zn be defined by the relation

(5.9) (u= + . . /2 P(Ul*, Un+1), (i = 1, * n)
+. :24)1/2

where u1 , un+i are linear functions of x1i, * Xn+2 such that they are independ-
ently distributed with the common distribution N(O, a-2), and IP(ul, * , un+i) is a
scale invariantfunction (for any c> 0, (u1, *** , Un+l) = p(CUl, .** ,CUn+l)), and
such that zi, z*, Zn is a sequence of independent N(O, 1) random variables. Then

(5.10) min r(zi, xi) < min r(y'3, xi).
1<i<n 1 <i<n

If in this formula equality holds, then it is valid not only for the minima but for
any i.
PROOF. Let us introduce the following notation:

(1)

(5.11) ti = ~~ ~ ~~Yt__(i = 1, * - *, n + 1)
sgo

where y(l) ..*,) are defined by formula (4.1), y(1+) by formula (5.1),

(uI + + 2)1/2' (i= 1, * ,n+ 1),

(5.12) - x + + Xn+2

n+2
= EI X-2nX2.Xi=l

It follows (as in the proof of theorem 3.1) that X is independent of ul, U*,+
which implies that xi may be written in the form
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n+1
(5.13) xi = Laijuj + ainX, (i = 1,**,n + 2)

j=1

and that u n

Moreover, we have (see the proof of the preceding theorem) that

(5.14) 'o(ui, * * *, u-+i) = 'o(ti, * * *, tn+l)-
And further, the following pairs of random variables (vectors) are independent
for (i = 1, ,n):

[X, f] and [ki, -,n+il
[X, f] and [t, - *n., ]

(5.15) {i and [ t],
{t and t' +l,
{t and p(ti, * -,+)

Evidently E j) = E(tt) = 0 for i $ j; i, j = 1, * , n + 1.
We have

(5.16) Xi -£$ n + 2 + [2(n + 2)]1/2) (n + g+i) +

. aii ti ( )l/ X,
j=

Q +n x,

(5.17) yl =
(5.18) zi= (W(t, *-- tn'+)/n1/2, (i= 1, *-- ,n).

Therefore, for (i = 1, * n),
(5.19) E(x yt3)

=[1-(n (P~1/2 41(Itn+1l) \[1- (n + 2 + [2(n + 2)]"2)-1]E(t])E(r1"2)E (n + t2+1)/2)

(5.20) E(xizi) = ai.E(t2)E(¢ 12)E (E (P(i, + tn,+I)
~ .[n(n + +1~)]1/

Now aii = r(ui, xi) and E( ) = E(t2). Using (3.4) and (4.15) we obtain
(5.10). The last assertion of the theorem follows from the similar assertion of
theorem 3.1.

6. The general case

This section deals briefly with the possibilities of extending the method to
more general cases.

In general, let xi, * , Xn+k be independent random variables, having under
the null hypothesis the distribution F(x, pi), (i = 1, - * *, n + k). Suppose the
shape of the function F(x, *) is known, and the parameter vectors ,ui are to be
known functions of the unknown constant vector 0,
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(6.1) i = i(@0)
where 0 is a point of the parameter space E), (9 E 3). Let us suppose there
exists a 0 E E for which ,li(oo) does not depend on i, that is

(6.2) i(00) = Uo, (i = 1,** n + k).
In other words, if 0 = 00, the variables xi, x, x+k are independent, iden-

tically distributed random variables.
Let us suppose, further, the existence of a distribution-free statistic on the

first n sample elements. Let us denote it by T = T(X), where X = [xi, * - *, xj].
Let Q be a random vector whose distribution is known. Let us define the

function Y(T, Q) in such a way that (cf. [6])
(6.3) "cond. distr. of Y(T, Q2) given T"

= "cond. distr. of X given T, Go."
This is in general possible, in many ways. Computational difficulties, however,

may arise in determining the conditional distribution of X.
Since, according to (6.3), the conditional distributions of X and Y agree for

all given values of T, the unconditional distributions have to agree too; that is,
its components yi, * - , y,n are independent, identically distributed random
variables having the distribution F(x, ,uo).
The random vector £2 may be generated by random numbers, or it may be

a function of the variables xi, * **, x such that its distribution is independent
of T and 0.
Thus the original null hypothesis may be replaced by the simple hypothesis

that the variables Yi, * , y. are independently distributed with the distribution
F(x, Oo).
The adequateness of representation of the original hypothesis by this substi-

tute may be investigated in the particular cases. Clearly, it depends on the forms
of the function F(x, ,u) and the distribution-free statistic T.

EXAMPLES. (a) Gamma-distribution. Let xl, * , xn+i be independent random
variables with the common density function

for x < O,
(6.4) F(x,,u) = f

d xz
IrXJO Per' dt for x > 0.

Here X is known and ,u is the nuisance parameter.
The appropriate transformation is

(6.5) Yt XI+ + Xn OX# (X(+ * * * + Xn+il (i = 1, 2, ,n)
where the function 46',n(t) is a monotone decreasing function assuring that

(6.6) Xn( + ** +)
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has the same distribution as xi + * * * + x,, if A = 1. This condition determines
the function 4,x,(t) completely (see formula (7.13)).
Equality (6.5) yields independent gamma variables with the original shape

parameter and unit scale parameter, that is, having the distribution function

if x <O,
(6.7) F(x) = -1 d il--) J tX-e-t dt if x>O.

A theorem similar to theorem 4.1 can be proved concerning the optimality
of this transformation.

(b) Small subsamples. In the case of normal null hypothesis, if we have several
small subsamples with different nuisance parameters, the transformations given
in sections 3-5 can be separately applied for each subsample.

(c) Analysis of variance model. In [13] a transformation was given for the
case of a two-way classification, one observation per cell, when the distribution
of the error term is normal, according to the null hypothesis [13], (2). If the
variance is unknown as well, we may apply transformation (4.1) as a second
step.

Also, this transformation enables, as mentioned there, to test the homogeneity
of variances as well in the mentioned cases. In the cases of alternative hypothesis,
the variances of the transformed variables will differ from that of the cor-
responding original ones, but the transformation preserves the magnitude order
of the variances so that the hypothesis concerning the homogeneity of variances
in the original and transformed date are equivalent.
An alternative solution for this problem has been given by N. L. Johnson [3].

7. Practical applications

It is convenient to make some slight modifications on the formulae given in
sections 3-7 for the purpose of practical application. In the modified formulae
we denote by n the original sample size.

(a) If we have a random simple sample xi, * , xn, which comes, according
to the null hypothesis, from a normal distribution (expectation and variance
being unspecified), apply the following transformation:

(7.1) yi = xi- n (Ixn,-xn-l - (i= 1, , n - 2)

where
n I;:;
EXi + 2- (Xn-1 + X.)(7.2) x+V

(7.3) S = - n (- Xi) - (Xn-1 -X )2
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and the function &v(t) is defined by the relation

(7.4) Q([s6^(t)]2Iv) = 2P(tlv) -1,
while V,6(t) > 0,

(7.5) P(tjp du,
rP() +/I ( V)

1 rX -u -

(7.6) Q(tlv) = 2u 2 du.

The functions P(tlv) and 1 - Q(tlp) are the distributions of the Student dis-
tribution and the x2-distribution, respectively, each with v degrees of freedom.
The notations (P(tlv) and Q(tlv) agree with that of the Biometrika Tables [9],
tables 9 and 7, respectively, where they are tabulated. These tables may be
used in applications of (7.1). (The formula (7.1) is an equivalent form of formula
(5.4)).

(b) If, according to the null hypothesis, our random simple sample xi, x..,
comes from a normal distribution with specified variance (expectation being
unspecified), then we have to use the transformation

(7.7) Yi = xi-x'
where

n

E Xi + Xn/n-
(7.8) x' i=

\

This transformation was given in [13] as formula (1) and is the special case
of formula (3.1) of the present paper.

(c) If, according to the null hypothesis, our random simple sample xi, * *,
comes from a normal distribution with expectation 0 (variance being unspecified),
then the transformation to be used is

(7.9) Yi x2 + +
X

1n-1 +

the definition of #v(t) being given in (7.4).
(d) Let xil, * - *, xini, (i = 1, 2, - * *, m) be independent random variables.

For each given i the ni random variables have the common distribution function
Fi(x). Some of the variances of the distributions are supposed to be equal but
unknown.
The hypothesis to be tested is that the distributions Fi(x) are normal. The

unknown variance is not specified in the null hypothesis.
In this case we apply the transformation (7.7) for all but one subsample. It

is suitable to choose the notation so that nm > ni, (i = 1, * - *, m - 1) and to
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apply transformation (7.7) for each of the series xi,, xi*,x (i = 1, 2, .. - ,

m - 1) and the modified form of (3.1) with k = 2, that is the transformation

yi = xi-x
(7.10) x,, 1 - X.

for the series xml, * * -, x.,s. Here x" is the same as in (7.2). As a second
step we apply (7.9) for the sequence of the resultant Ef-1 ni- m variables

(7.11) Yni, * * , Yini-1, Y21 * , YmnP.-2, Ymn,.-1.

(e) Gamma distribution. The suitable form of the transformation (6.5) is
the following:

(7.12) yi = x + + x s61 (x+ --+x(Xi + + Xn)

where the function C,(t) is defined by the relation

(7.13) 1 - I( .,(t) , -2) = I,(X, vX),

whereas

0

/P e-t2)+l dt
(7.14) I(u, p) =°

Jo0e-'tP+l dt

is a gamma distribution function, tabulated in [11], and

Jot xv(1 - x)-' dx
(7.15) I(p, q) = 1

Jo XP--(l - x)- dx

is a beta dis+ribution function, tabulated in [10].

8. A comparative example

The aim of the following example is to illustrate in a special case that the
transformation fulfilling our optimality criterion gives, in fact, better representa-
tion than the previously known ones.

Let xi,, ra, (i = 1, * , m) be independent random variables with distribu-
tions

(8.1) P(xt, = aj) = ,
( )P(xi, = -2ai) = w(ai > 0), (i = 1, ,m; j = 1, 2).

The first three columns of table I show the distributions of the transformed
values yielded, by (4.1) and (3) of [15], respectively, (n = 2):
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TABLE I

Probability Possible values of the transformed
values using transformation

(4.1) (3) of [15]

2/9 -1.047 -1.447
1/9 - .675 - .319
2/9 .378 .457
4/9 .675 1.150

(The second factor in the right-hand side of formula (4) of [15] should be
read '°m(ym/(y2 + + y2)1I2).)

If, according to [6], we use random numbers, the distribution of the trans-
formed values will be a continuous distribution, the mixture of four x-distribu-
tions. The density of this distribution is

5x W8+2x ./(8.2) 5x e-5z2/ + -2 ez2/4 for x > 0,

(8.3) 5x e5x/l_ e_z for x < O.36 18
Apparently the first of these three distributions gives the best representation

for the original ones.
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